This paper examines the use of bootstrapping for bias correction and confidence interval calculations for a weighted nonlinear quantile regression estimator, adjusted to the case of longitudinal data. Different weights, bootstrap methods and types of confidence intervals are used and compared by computer simulation using a four-parameter logistic growth function and error terms following an AR(1) model. Finally the methods are applied to a data set with growth patterns of two genotypes of soybean. It is found that the bias correction reduces the bias, but has the disadvantage of increasing the risk of getting crossing quantile regression curves, and that the bootstrap percentile method and the normal approximation method perform well when used without bias correction. When increasing the autocorrelation in the AR(1) model, the length of the confidence intervals decreases.
Introduction
Longitudinal or repeated measurement data is defined by the characteristic that there are several subjects participating in the study and each subject is measured several times at several time points. This distinguishes it from cross-sectional data, where each subject is observed only once and at one specified time point. The characteristic of having several time series, which often are quite short, also distinguishes longitudinal data from ordinary time series, where usually have only one single long series is studied. Longitudinal data often occur in such applied sciences as medicine and agricultural science. The focus of interest for the scientist is often in how some variable changes over time, for example the pattern of growth for the subjects.
Analysis of longitudinal data using quantile regression
The analysis of longitudinal data has usually been based on using the mean as the location measure (see Vonesh and Chinchilli, 1997 , Davis, 2002 or Diggle et al., 2002 , for details about different methods for analyzing longitudinal data). However, the mean has the drawback of being a bad measure of centrality for heavily skewed data. An alternative is to use the median as the measure of centrality. For longitudinal data regression analysis is a natural choice to use, with time as an independent variable and the variable of interest as the dependent variable, and thus mean or median regression could be used. Median regression is in turn a special case of quantile regression, introduced in the seminal paper by Koenker and Bassett (1978) , which can be used to calculate regression curves for any quantile. For overviews of quantile regression, see the monograph by Koenker (2005) as well as the articles by Buchinsky (1998) and Yu et al. (2003) .
By calculating regression curves for several different quantiles one gets a distribution of quantile regression curves which together show the distribution of the longitudinal data for each time point, conditional on the specific time points, and the possible change of the distribution over time. Thus quantile regression curves can be used to study the development over time of the distribution of the longitudinal data, and not only the development of the mean or median over time. This gives the analyzer a much more complete picture of the data set. By comparing the values of an individual subject with the quantile regression curves it is easily seen how the individual subject performs compared to the overall performance of the sample. This can be very useful in some instances. In medical applications, for example, a subject with values above or below a certain quantile regression curve may be identified as possibly suffering from some pathological condition.
Motivation for using bootstrap with quantile regression for longitudinal data
A fundamental goal of statistics is to make inferences about parameters by for example calculating confidence intervals and conducting hypothesis tests. A drawback of using median regression instead of mean regression is that the statistical properties are less tractable, which makes it harder to make statistical inference about the parameters. This characteristic is of course also transferred from the median regression case to the general quantile regression case. For longitudinal data the observations from different subjects are usually assumed to be independent, while the different observations from the same subject are correlated. This special structure of the longitudinal data with partly dependent observations makes it harder to make statistical inferences. Making inferences for the quantile regression case applied to longitudinal data is thus even harder. Also, the fact that one in applied sciences neither knows the distribution of the underlying population nor the correlation structure of it implies that one needs to use robust methods for making inferences about the quantile regression parameters.
The bootstrap (Efron, 1979 ) is a powerful robust method that can be applied to complicated data sets where the statistical properties of the applied estimator are hard to derive. Also, as shown by Karlsson (2005) , the estimates from a quantile regression estimation of longitudinal data are somewhat biased, and a method for reducing this bias would be useful. A popular method to reduce the bias of a biased estimator is to use a bootstrap method to estimate the bias of an estimate and then use this to correct the biased estimate. The bootstrap is thus a natural candidate to use both for making inferences and reduce the bias in the case of nonlinear quantile regression for longitudinal data.
Earlier work on quantile regression for longitudinal data
The research about using quantile regression estimation in the analysis of longitudinal data is only in its infancy, with only a few articles published. Jung (1996) proposed a quasi-likelihood method for median regression estimation in the case of longitudinal data, derived its asymptotic properties and showed that median regression with the working assumption of independence gives consistent estimates of the median regression parameters in the case of longitudinal data. Lipsitz et al. (1997) considered the more general quantile regression method applied to longitudinal data with missing observations and showed that if it is properly weighted it gives consistent parameter estimates even in this case, if the missing observations are missing at random (MAR) and the model for the missing data is correctly specified. He and Kim (2002) examined semiparametric models for longitudinal data and concluded that it is preferable to use the working assumption of independence when estimating a linear median regression in this case. He et al. (2003) compared three linear median regression estimators for longitudinal data and concluded that the estimator of Koenker and Bassett (1978) using the working assumption of independence is to be preferred. Koenker (2004) studied the asymptotic properties of a penalized weighted linear quantile regression function for longitudinal data. Yu (2004) considered a nonparametric method for quantile regression analysis of longitudinal data and derived its asymptotic properties. Finally Karlsson (2005) suggested a weighted nonlinear quantile regression estimator of the type of Koenker and Bassett (1978) for longitudinal data and examined its small sample properties for different weights through simulation methods.
1.4 Earlier work on using bootstrap with quantile regression Buchinsky (1995) performed a simulation study where he examined the performance of several estimators of the asymptotic covariance matrix for linear quantile regression and censored quantile regression models for cross section data, and from these covariance matrices he constructed confidence intervals. Among the estimators examined were the design matrix bootstrap, the error bootstrap and the sigma bootstrap, as well as three non-bootstrap based estimators. His conclusion was that the design matrix bootstrap was the best estimator overall and was to be preferred. This bootstrap estimator was also applied to an examination of changes in the U.S. wage structure in Buchinsky (1994) . Hahn (1995) , again for the cross section case, examined the asymptotic properties of the residual based bootstrap method for linear quantile regression, for both deterministic and random regressors. He showed that the bootstrap distribution converges weakly to the limiting distribution of the quantile regression estimator in probability and concluded that the bootstrap percentile method gives confidence intervals that have asymptotically correct coverage probabilities. Bootstrap methods for quantile regression have also been examined by Fitzenberger (1997) , who looked at the use of moving blocks bootstrap for linear quantile regression, and by Horowitz (1998) , who examined bootstrap methods for a smoothed median regression estimator.
Purpose of this paper
For the case of longitudinal data bootstrapping has been used by Lipsitz et al. (1997) as well as by He et al. (2003) for estimating the standard errors of the parameter estimates in quantile and median regression models for longitudinal data. However, the performance and usefulness of bootstrapping for quantile regression of longitudinal data has, to our knowledge, never been examined. There is thus a need for such an evaluation, which will be done in this paper. The quantile regression estimation method used is a weighted version of the method of Koenker and Bassett (1978) , adjusted to the case of longitudinal data. In this paper the performance of this weighted estimator will be examined by simulation methods, comparing several bootstrap variants for the case of nonlinear longitudinal data. The problems to be examined are a) reducing the bias of the quantile regression estimators and b) calculating confidence intervals for the quantile regression parameters.
Outline of this paper
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the model and methodology for weighted quantile regression estimation of longitudinal data is introduced. Section 3 introduces bootstrapping and its application to the case of weighted quantile regression for longitudinal data, while Section 4 gives the design of the simulation study. In Section 5 and 6 the results and analysis of the simulation study are given for the cases of bias reduction and confidence interval calculations, respectively. Section 7 contains an application of bootstrap based bias reduction and confidence interval calculations to a real data set with growth patterns of two different genotypes of soybean. Finally, in Section 8 the results and the conclusions that can be drawn of the paper are discussed and the article is closed.
Quantile regression model and estimation methods
To start with some notations need to be introduced (cf. Karlsson, 2005, and Diggle et al., 2002) . Let (i,t) denote observation t = 1, ..., T i of subject i = 1, ..., n, observed at time τ it . Then y it denotes a response variable for observation (i,t) and y i = (y i1 , ..., y iTi ) ′ the corresponding column vector containing all T i response variables for subject i. There is thus a total of N = T i observations in the data set. Denote by x itk explanatory variable k = 1, ..., K for y it , by x it = (x it1 , ..., x itK ) ′ the column vector containing all K explanatory variables for y it and by X i = (x i1 , ..., x iTi ) ′ the corresponding T i ×K matrix containing all explanatory variables for y i . Also, let ε it denote the unknown error term for y it , with ε i = (ε i1 , ..., ε iTi ) ′ being the corresponding column vector containing all T i unknown error terms for y i . The general regression model (linear or nonlinear) for longitudinal data can then be written as 1) or, in matrix form,
denotes a known response functions (linear or nonlinear) and β = (β 1 , ..., β h , ..., β H ) ′ denotes a column vector containing H unknown parameters. As can be seen, this is a form of the marginal analysis model for longitudinal data discussed in Diggle et al. (2002) . Since this is a model for longitudinal data the vectors of error terms ε 1 , ..., ε n from the n different subjects are assumed to be independent, while the error terms ε i1 , ..., ε iTi of vector ε i from subject i are assumed to be correlated. Also, note that the model does not assume that the subjects in the longitudinal data set have equally many observations, since the values of T i may vary between subjects. However, when there are in fact equally many observations, the number of observations will be denoted by T , i.e., in that case is T = T 1 = · · · = T n .
Model specification
Many linear or nonlinear functions f (x it , β) can be used in (2.1), but this paper will be confined to the use of the four-parameter logistic growth function
where x it = τ it , i.e., time is the only explanatory variable used. The regression parameters β 1 and β 2 give the negative and positive asymptotic values of the response variable, β 3 gives the value of x at |β 2 − β 1 | /2, i.e., the EC 50 value, while the slope parameter β 4 governs the steepness of the growth curve.
Weighted quantile regression
To estimate a weighted quantile regression for longitudinal data, let w it denote the weight for observation (i,t) and W i a symmetric T i × T i matrix of weights for subject i, with elements w itt ′ , t, t ′ = 1, ..., T i , for observation t. Also, for 0 < q < 1, where q denotes a quantile, let
where I {•} denotes the indicator function taking the value 1 if {•} is true and 0 otherwise, with the corresponding column vector of length T i being
The weighted quantile regression estimate β (q) = ( β 1 (q), ..., β h (q), ..., β H (q)) ′ of β (q), the qth quantile regression of β in (2.1), can then be computed by the formula 6) or, in matrix form,
where 1 Ti = (1, ..., 1) ′ is a column vector of 1's with length T i (see Karlsson, 2005) .
Note that when all W i matrices are diagonal with weights w it , t = 1, ..., T i , as diagonal elements Estimator (2.7) is the same as Estimator (2.6) and that the special case q = 0.5 is the median regression estimator. As can be seen, Estimators (2.6) and (2.7) are weighted generalizations to the case of longitudinal data of the quantile regression estimator introduced in Koenker and Bassett (1978) .
Weights
There are of course many weights that could be used for Estimators (2.6) and (2.7). Karlsson (2005) examined the use of different weights w it and W i based on residuals e it computed by first estimating β (0.5) when w it = 1, i.e., 8a) and then with the help of this β (0.5) calculated the residuals as
To define the weights, let the T × T estimated covariance matrix S with elements s tt ′ , t, t ′ = 1, ..., T , be defined as
where E = (e 1 , ..., e n ) is a n × T matrix of residuals e i = (e i1 , ..., e iTi ) and 1 n = (1, ..., 1) ′ is a column vector of 1's with length n. Also, define s 2 i as
where
e it , i = 1, ..., n.
(2.12)
Then, based on the results of Karlsson (2005) , the following three weights will be used:
3 Bootstrap based bias correction and confidence interval estimation Let β * hb (q) denote bootstrap estimate b = 1, . . . , B of β h (q), the qth quantile regression of β h , with β * b (q) denoting the corresponding H × 1 vector of bootstrap estimates. Then the B bootstrap estimates together form an estimate of the sampling distribution of β h (q). By estimating the bias of this sampling distribution one gets bootstrap estimates of the bias of the estimated quantile regression parameter β h (q). Similarly, confidence intervals for the quantile regression parameter β h (q) can be computed from this bootstrap distribution.
Bias correction
The straightforward method to compute a bootstrap estimated bias is to use
and the bias corrected parameter estimate β c h (q) is then given by
Bootstrap based confidence intervals
Bootstrap based confidence intervals for the quantile regression parameter β h (q) can be computed in several different ways. In this article two different approaches will be used. The first is based on a normal approximation, which can be justified by the results of Oberhofer and Haupt (2005) , who showed that the unweighted version of the nonlinear quantile regression estimator (2.7) is asymptotically normally distributed for a nonlinear quantile regression model with heteroscedastic and weakly dependent errors.
An alternative to the normal approximation method is to use some version of the percentile method introduced by Efron (1979) . For an overview of the calculations of bootstrap based confidence intervals, see Carpenter and Bithell (2000) , and for a detailed account, see e.g. Chapter 5 of Davison and Hinkley (1997) .
Normal approximation method
For the normal approximation method a 100(1 − 2α) percent confidence interval for β h (q) is calculated as
where V ar * β h (q) is the bootstrap estimated variance computed as
(3.4)
Confidence intervals based on this normal approximation method will be denoted CI N .
A variant of the normal approximation method is the bias corrected normal approximation method,
where β c h (q) is given by (3.2). Confidence intervals based on this method will be denoted CI NBC .
Bias corrected percentile method
A bootstrap based 100(1 − 2α) percent confidence interval for β h (q) using the basic percentile method is given by 6) where β * h(b) (q) is the bth order statistic of the B bootstrap replicates β * h(1) (q) ≤ · · · ≤ β * h(B) (q). Confidence intervals based on this percentile method will be denoted CI P . Now, let P * β * h (q) ≤ β h (q) denote the proportion of β * h (q)'s in the bootstrap sample that have a value lower than the value of the parameter estimate β h (q), and let z 0 be defined as
where Φ denotes the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the standard normal distribution. Also, let α 1 and α 2 be defined as
and
respectively.
A 100(1 − 2α) percent confidence interval for β h (q) is then given by
Confidence intervals based on this bias corrected percentile method will be denoted CI P BC . For details about this method, see Section 4.1.3 in Shao and Tu (1995) or Section 3.4 in Manly (1997) .
Bootstrapping quantile regressions for longitudinal data
When bootstrapping data from a weighted quantile regression of longitudinal data one has to take care of the special characteristics for this kind of data, i.e., the weighting method used and the dependence structure of the data. The simplest bootstrap method is to disregard the dependence between the observations for a subject and proceed as if all observations and subjects where independent. However, a major drawback is that it can only be used with weight method i, w it = 1, which just like this bootstrap method ignores the fact that the observations are dependent. Weight method ii can not be used since s 2 i
calculated from the bootstrap sample could be zero for this case, which would mean that w it = 1/ s 2 i would involve division by zero. This is true also for s tt ′ in weight method iii, W i = (1/ |s tt ′ |), and for this weight there is also the complication that it is required that each bootstrap sample should include equally many observations t for each subject i, which not is possible to bring about. Since longitudinal data are correlated it would possibly be a good idea to use bootstrap methods that preserves and makes use of the correlation structure of the data. Such a method is the block bootstrap method, where blocks of consecutive observations are resampled, instead of resampling single observations. By using this method the dependence structure in each block is retained. See Lahiri (2003) for details about different block bootstrap methods. For longitudinal data, where it is assumed that the subjects i are independent but the consecutive observations t for an individual subject are dependent, resampling of blocks consisting of all observations for a particular individual is the natural block bootstrap method to use.
Paired bootstrap with independence resampling
This method disregards the correlation between the observations for a subject and proceeds as if all observations and subjects where independent. To use this method N = T i pairs (y it , x ′ it ) of observations with response and independent variables are resampled (with replacements) to form the paired bootstrap sample (y *
. These are then used to compute the bootstrap estimate β * b (q) of β (q) with the formula
where w * j is the bootstrap quantile regression weight. By repeating this process B times are the B bootstrap estimates β * b (q) of β (q) received. This method will be called paired bootstrap with independence resampling, P B I , in this paper.
An advantage of this bootstrap method is that it is simple to apply. However, as noted above, a major drawback is that it can only be used with weight method i, w it = 1. Thus only w * j = 1 can be used in Formula (4.1).
Paired bootstrap with dependence resampling
For a block bootstrap method where the blocks consist of all observations for a particular subject n pairs (y i , X i ) of observations with response and independent variables, consisting of all observations from a subject, are resampled (with replacements). These will form the paired bootstrap sample (y * 1 , X * 1 ),...,(y * n , X * n ), which then can be used to compute the bootstrap estimate β * b (q) of β (q) with the help of the formula
where W * j is the bootstrap quantile regression weight matrix. Then, by repeating this process B times are the B bootstrap estimates β * b (q) of β (q) received. This method will be called paired bootstrap with dependence resampling, P B D , in this paper.
For the bootstrap quantile regression weight matrix W * j in (4.2) all three weight methods i-iii can be used. For weights i and ii W * j is a diagonal T i × T i weight matrix with diagonal elements w * jtt = 1 and w * jtt = 1/ s 2 * j , respectively, while for weight iii W * are computed in an obvious way using the corresponding bootstrap residuals e * j .
Simulation study design and results
A simulation study is conducted to examine the usefulness of bootstrapping for a) reducing the bias of the quantile regression estimates and b) calculating confidence intervals for the quantile regression parameters. This section will introduce the design and data generating process used in the simulation study, while the following two sections present the result of the simulations.
To start with a correlation structure has to be specified for the errors ε i1 , ..., ε iT in (2.1). This correlation is generated by the AR(1)-model
with the resulting ε it 's transformed to have median 0 and variance 1. The β-values in (2.3) also have to be specified. In this paper the following values will be used: β 1 = 10, β 2 = 20, β 3 = 5 and β 4 = −0.5, while the values of x it in (2.3) are specified as x it = 10 × t T . This is in line with the specifications used in Karlsson (2005) . For (5.1) the u it 's will be distributed as standard normal or standard lognormal.
Since the dependence between the error terms ε i1 , ..., ε iT is a fundamental characteristic of longitudinal data the influence of the strength of the dependence on the performance of the bias estimators should be an important aspect to examine. To do this the cases of no dependence (ρ = 0), medium dependence (ρ = 0.5) and strong dependence (ρ = 0.95) in the AR(1) process (5.1) will be compared. Furthermore it is important to examine the performance of the bootstrap for different quantiles and number of subjects n and observations T . Thus three different quantiles q will be compared, namely q = 0.5, q = 0.75 and q = 0.90, while the number of subjects and observations (n,T ) used are (20,5) and (50,10). The number of bootstrap replicates B and simulation study replicates R used is set to B = 1000 and R = 1000. The simulation study is performed in MATLAB R , using a built-in general minimization algorithm.
Results for bias correction
In this section the results for the bias correction using (3.2) are given. The main focus is on the improvements in bias when using β c h (q) instead of β h (q), where the biases of β h (q) and β c h (q) are estimated by 
respectively. The improvement in bias is then calculated as
A negative value for the bias improvement is thus a deterioration.
Comparison over the different quantiles
We will first look at the performance of the bootstrap methods P B I and P B D for the different quantiles, q = 0.5, q = 0.75 and q = 0.9. Table 5 .1 gives the mean values of the absolute values of the estimated biases of the β c h (q)'s, together with the improvement in the biases, calculated over the normal and lognormal distributions and all values of ρ, n and T . Table A.1 in the Appendix gives more details, with mean values calculated only over ρ, thus giving separate values for the normal and lognormal distributions and the different values of n and T .
Using the bootstrap method P B I , which only can be used with weight i, for correcting the bias does not seem to be a good idea. For 28 of the 48 cases in Table A .1, more than half of the cases, the average estimated bias for the bias corrected parameter estimates β c h (q) is larger than that of the parameter estimates that is not bias corrected, β h (q). The bias correction based on P B I thus worsens the bias of the quantile regression estimator. Especially the bias correction for the estimates of the EC 50 parameter β 3 works bad, as is also obvious from Table 5 .1, with all bias improvements for this parameter being negative, thus in fact being deteriorations.
When comparing the performance of the bootstrap methods P B I and P B D for weight i in Tables 5.1 and A.1, it is obvious that P B D is to be preferred. From Table 5 .1 it is seen that the estimated biases of the β c h (q)'s are always lower, and the bias improvements better, for P B D than for P B I . In Table A .1, the bias improvements are better for P B D than for P B I in 44 of the 48 cases. Thus, in general, the bootstrap method P B D is to be preferred over P B I for all quantiles, q = 0.5, q = 0.75 and q = 0.9.
Looking at the three weights used with bootstrap method P B D , weights i, ii, and iii, it is seen from Tables 5.1 and A.1 that overall are they all gaining somewhat from using the bias correction, in that the Table 5 .3: Quantile regression parameter estimates for quantiles 0.5, 0.75 and 0.9 when n = 20, T = 5, ρ = 0.5, with a standard normal distrubution. The parameter estimates are the mean of the 1,000 Monte Carlo replications for weight iii and are used in Figure 1 . before bias correction after bias correction Only for the estimates of the EC 50 parameter β 3 for the quantile q = 0.9 are all three weights having a deterioration in bias. However, the gains from using the bias correction are usually quite small, with a bias improvement of more than one percentage point for only 24 of the 108 cases (22.2 percent) in Table A .1. It is also seen that, in general, the bias improvements increases with increasing q, except for parameter β 3 , for which the bias improvements decreases with increasing q.
Finally, looking at the average bias corrected parameter estimates β c h (q) in Table 5 .1 it is seen that weight iii generally has the lowest bias, followed by weight i, although the differences between the weights are small. The biases are quite small, especially for the median q = 0.5. It is also seen from Table 5.1 that increasing the value of q in general also increases the bias, so that, in general, the parameter estimates for q = 0.9 have larger biases than those for q = 0.75, while the parameter estimates for q = 0.75 in turn have larger biases than those for q = 0.5. This agrees with the findings of Karlsson (2005) .
Comparison over the different sizes of correlation
In this section we will look at the performance of the bootstrap methods P B I and P B D for the different degrees of dependence among the observations from the same subject, with ρ = 0, ρ = 0.5 or ρ = 0.95 in the AR(1) process (5.1). Table 5 .2 gives the mean values of the absolute values of the estimated biases of the β c h (q)'s, together with the improvement in the biases, calculated over the normal and lognormal distributions and all values of q, n and T . First, comparing the performance of P B I and P B D for weight i, it is found that overall P B D performs better than P B I . In 34 of 48 cases (71 percent) in Table A .2 the improvements in bias are larger, or the deterioration smaller, for P B D than for P B I . Especially for the case of strong dependence, ρ = 0.95, P B D is superior to P B I , with better performance in 14 of 16 cases (88 percent) in Table A .2. For all these 14 cases P B I has a deterioration in bias. Notably is the particularly bad performance of P B I for β 1 when n = 20, T = 5 and ρ = 0.95, with a deterioration in bias of 6.39 percentage points for the normal distribution and 7.02 percentage points for the lognormal distribution.
When comparing the three weights, weights i, ii, and iii, used with the bootstrap method P B D , it is found that overall all weights gain somewhat from using the bias correction. However, note from Table  5 .2 that for β 3 the biases for all three weights deteriorate for all cases of ρ. This gains are largest for ρ = 0 and smallest for ρ = 0.95. However, the gains are usually quite small, with a bias improvement of more than one percentage point for only 28 of the 108 cases (25.9 percent) in Table A .2. In fact, the gains for ρ = 0.95 are so small that they are practically negligible. These results should come as no surprise, since Karlsson (2005) showed that the biases are smallest for ρ = 0.95, thus making the potential gains small.
Overall weight iii gain most in bias improvement, followed by weight i. This pattern is reflected also in the average bias corrected parameter estimates β c h (q) in Table 5 .2, where it is found that weight iii generally has the lowest bias, followed by weight i, although the differences between the weights are small. As is seen from Table 5 .2 also increasing dependence, i.e., larger values of ρ, in general implies a decrease in bias. Thus, in general, the parameter estimates for ρ = 0.95 have smaller biases than those for ρ = 0.5, and the parameter estimates for ρ = 0.5 in turn have smaller biases than those for ρ = 0. This agrees with the findings of Karlsson (2005) .
An example
As an example of the bias improvements, Table 5 .3 gives the parameter estimates of β 1 , β 2 , β 3 and β 4 for weight iii using P B D , before and after the bias correction, for quantiles q = 0.5, q = 0.75 and q = 0.90, using the case of n = 20, T = 5, ρ = 0.5, and the u it 's in (5.1) being standard normal distributed. The table also gives the true parameter values for β 1 , β 2 , β 3 and β 4 . Figure 5 .1 plots the quantile regression curves, using parameter estimates from the table, before (dashed) and after (dotted) bias correction, together with the true quantile regression curves (solid).
As can be seen from table 5.3 and Figure 5 .1, the bias of the parameters are overall decreasing, and is barely discernible in 5.1 for the positive asymptote β 2 . It is quite low also for the negative asymptote β 1. Only for β 3 when q = 0.75 and q = 0.90, and for β 4 when q = 0.5, are the biases deteriorating when using the bias correction, although the biases for these cases still are quite small.
Results for confidence interval calculation
In this section the results for the confidence interval calculations using CI N , CI NBC , CI P and CI P BC will be analyzed. This will be done by comparing the true percentage coverages of 95 percent confidence intervals for these four methods, i.e., the percentage of times when the confidence intervals for β h (q) covers the true β h (q) when the nominal coverage is 95 percent. Besides this we will also compare the lengths of the confidence intervals. Although the comparisons between the lengths of the confidence intervals are strictly correct only if the true coverages are equal, which usually is not the case, the comparisons still give some insights about the performance of the different methods for confidence interval estimation, especially for the case where one does not try to find out the true coverage and then adjust the nominal significance level according to this, which probably is the most common practice in real applications. .1: Quantile regression curves for quantiles 0.5, 0.75 and 0.90, using parameter estimates for weight iii using P B D before (dashed) and after (dotted) bias correction, together with the true quantile regression curves (solid), for the case of n = 20, T = 5, ρ = 0.5 and standard normal distribution. Table 5 .4 gives the true coverage of 95 percent confidence intervals using CI N , CI NBC , CI P and CI P BC for the different quantiles, q = 0.5, q = 0.75 and q = 0.9, calculated as the mean values over the normal and lognormal distributions and all values of ρ, n and T . Tables A.3 -A.6 in the Appendix give more details, with the true coverages calculated as the mean only over ρ, thus giving results separately for the normal and lognormal distribution and the different choices of n and T .
Comparison over the different quantiles
As is seen from Table 5.4 and Table A .3 in the appendix, all confidence intervals for the normal approximation method CI N using bootstrap method P B I have a true coverage of at least 95 percent at the nominal 95 percent level. This is true also for weight iii using bootstrap method P B D , while weight i using P B D has a true coverage of at least 95 percent for all except β 2 when n = 20, T = 5 for quantile q = 0.9, when the true coverage is 94.99 percent in Table 5 .4 and slightly below 95 percent for two cases in Table A .3. Of these three weight i using P B D overall has the true coverage that is closest to the nominal 95 percent. Weight ii, however, is performing bad, with more than half of the confidence intervals in Table 5 .4 having true coverages of below 95 percent.
Then, looking at the bias corrected normal approximation method CI NBC in Table 5.4 and Table  A .4 in the appendix, it is seen that the confidence intervals based on P B D all perform bad, with all confidence intervals for weights i, ii and iii in Table 5 .4 having true coverages below the nominal 95 percent. Bootstrap method P B I with weight i performs better, with only one case in Table 5 .4 being below the nominal 95 percent level, but even for this case are 8 of 48 confidence intervals in Table A.4 Table 5 The results for the percentile method CI P from Table 5.4 and Table A .5 in the appendix show that bootstrap method P B I and weights i and iii using bootstrap method P B D all perform very well, with all confidence intervals having a coverage of at least 95 percent. Of these three weight i using P B D in general has the true coverage that is closest to the nominal 95 percent level. Weight ii using P B D performs considerably worse than the other three, with 11 of 48 confidence intervals in Table A .5 below 95 percent.
Finally, looking at the true coverages for the bias corrected percentile method CI P BC in Table 5.4  and Table A .6 in the appendix, it is found that all confidence intervals based on P B D perform badly. All these confidence intervals, for weights i, ii and iii, have true coverages below the nominal 95 percent. Even the confidence intervals for weight i based on the bootstrap method P B I perform badly, with only the confidence intervals for quantile q = 0.5 in Table 5 .4 having a true coverage of at least 95 percent.
As a conclusion we can say that confidence intervals based on CI P using weight iii for bootstrap method P B D and weight i using P B D and P B I perform well and can be recommended, as well as confidence intervals based on CI N using weight iii for P B D and weight i using P B I . Possibly even weight i using P B D could be used for CI N . However, the fact that the true coverage is at least as large as the nominal level is not the only thing that should be taken into consideration when choosing which method to use. The length of the confidence interval should be considered, as well. Length of confidence intervals Table 5 .5 gives median length of the confidence intervals using CI N and CI P for the different quantiles, q = 0.5, q = 0.75 and q = 0.9, calculated as the mean values aggregated over the normal and lognormal distributions and all values of ρ, n and T . Tables A .11 -A.12 in Appendix give more details, with the median length of the confidence intervals calculated as the mean only over ρ, thus giving values separately for the normal and lognormal distribution and the different choices of n and T .
For both CI N and CI P the confidence intervals for weight i using P B D in general are considerably shorter than those for weight i using P B I . When comparing weights i and iii for P B D it is found that for both CI N and CI P the confidence intervals for weight i are overall longer for n = 20, T = 5 and shorter for n = 50, T = 10, although for both cases the true coverage is generally somewhat larger for weight iii. Comparing CI N and CI P it is seen that the confidence intervals for CI P are overall somewhat shorter than those for CI N , although the coverages are overall somewhat larger. The conclusion from these observations is that CI P with weight i using P B D should be used to get both good coverage and a short confidence interval.
Finally, one could mention something about the differences between the quantiles q = 0.5, q = 0.75 and q = 0.9. As is seen from Tables 5.5 and A.11 -A.12, in general the confidence intervals for q = 0.9 are longer than those for q = 0.75, and the confidence intervals for q = 0.75 are in turn longer than those for q = 0.5. This is especially marked for the lognormal distribution. Table 5 .6 gives the true coverage of 95 percent confidence intervals using CI N , CI NBC , CI P and CI P BC for the different quantiles, q = 0.5, q = 0.75 and q = 0.9, calculated as the mean values over the normal and lognormal distributions and all values of q, n and T . Tables A.7 -A.10 in the Appendix give more details, with the true coverages calculated as the mean only over q, thus giving results separately for the normal and lognormal distribution and the different choices of n and T . In general, the performances for CI N , CI NBC , CI P and CI P BC seem to be roughly the same as for the quantiles q = 0.5, q = 0.75 and q = 0.9 in Tables 5.4 and A.3 -A.6.
Comparison over the different sizes of correlation
First, looking at the confidence intervals for the normal approximation method CI N in Tables 5.6 and A.7, it is seen that weight i using bootstrap method P B I and weight iii using bootstrap method P B D both have a true coverage of at least 95 percent for all confidence intervals. This is true also for weight i using P B D except for one case of β 4 when ρ = 0 in Table A .7, where the true coverage is 94.8 percent. Of these three, weight i using P B D overall has the true coverage that is closest to the nominal 95 percent. Weight ii again performs badly, with more than half of the confidence intervals in Table A .7 having true coverages of less than 95 percent.
For the bias corrected normal approximation method CI NBC it is from Tables 5.6 and A.8 found again that the confidence intervals based on P B D all perform badly, with almost all confidence intervals for weights i, ii and iii having true coverages that are less than 95 percent. Weight i using bootstrap method P B I performs somewhat better, but yet 4 of 12 confidence intervals in Table 5 .6 and 20 of 48 confidence intervals in Table A .8 have a true coverage below 95 percent.
The true coverages for the percentile method CI P , as given in Tables 5.6 and A.9, show that, as can be seen, all confidence intervals for weights i and iii using P B D have a true coverage of at least 95 percent, which also all but one of the confidence intervals for weight i using P B I in Table A .9 have. Of these three, again weight i using P B D in general has the true coverage that is closest to the nominal 95 percent level. Weight ii using P B D as usual performs considerably worse than the other three, with 3 of 12 confidence intervals in Table 5 .6 and 9 of 48 confidence intervals in Table A .9 being below 95 percent.
Finally, Tables 5.6 and A.10 show that for the bias corrected percentile method CI P BC all confidence intervals for weight i using P B I have a true coverage percentage of at least 95 percent when ρ = 0.95. Except for these cases, all confidence intervals for all weights and both P B D and P B I have true coverages that are less than the nominal level of 95 percent.
Thus one can draw the conclusion that confidence intervals based on CI P using weights i or iii for bootstrap method P B D , and confidence intervals based on CI N using weights i for P B I or weight iii for P B D perform well and can be recommended. Possibly could even weight i using P B I be used for CI P and weight i using P B D be used for CI N .
Length of confidence intervals Now, let us look at the median length of the confidence intervals using CI N and CI P for the different sizes of correlation, ρ = 0, ρ = 0.5 and ρ = 0.95. These are given in Table 5 .7, calculated as the mean values over the normal and lognormal distributions and all values of ρ, n and T . Tables A.13 -A.14 in Appendix give more details, with the median length of the confidence intervals calculated separately, as the mean values over q, for the normal and lognormal distribution and the different choices of n and T .
Again the results are roughly the same as for the quantiles q = 0.5, q = 0.75 and q = 0.9 in Tables 5.5 and A.11 -A.12. For both CI N and CI P , the confidence intervals for weight i using P B D are overall shorter than those for weight i using P B I , and the confidence intervals for weight i using P B D are overall longer than those for weight iii using P B D for n = 20, T = 5 and shorter for n = 50, T = 10, although for both cases the true coverage is generally somewhat larger for weight iii. Comparing CI N and CI P it is again seen that, overall, the confidence intervals for CI P are somewhat shorter than those for CI N , the true coverage is generally somewhat larger. The conclusion from these observations is, as before, that CI P with weight i using P B D should be used to get both good coverage and a short confidence interval.
Let us also finally say something about the differences between the correlation sizes, ρ = 0, ρ = 0.5 and ρ = 0.95. Tables 5.7 and A.13 -A.14 give that, overall, an increasing correlation leads to shorter confidence intervals. Thus, overall, the confidence intervals for ρ = 0.95 are shorter than those for ρ = 0.5, which in turn are shorter than those for ρ = 0. Again, this is especially marked for the lognormal distribution.
6 Application to the growth patterns of two genotypes of soybean A study aimed at comparing the growth patterns of two genotypes of soybean was performed [1988] [1989] [1990] at the Department of Crop Science at North Carolina State University. The data from this study is presented and analyzed in Davidian and Giltinan (1993) . Of the two genotypes of soybean was one an experimental strain, called Plant Introduction No. 416937 (P), while the other one was a commercial The study was conducted as follows: For each of the three years 1988-1990 were 8 plots planted with seeds from soybean P and 8 with seeds from soybean F, thus giving a total of 16 plots. Each of these plots was then sampled 8-10 times with approximately weekly intervals, with the first sample taken at day 14 or 15 and the last sample taken between 63 and 70 days later. This means that the data set consists of 16 subjects for each year, thus with a total of 48 subjects, each having 8-10 observations. Of these 48 subjects 24 belong to each of the two genotypes.
At each of the sampling times 6 plants were selected at random from each of the 16 plots, and the leaves from these plants were then aggregated and weighted separately for each plot to determine the average leaf weight, in grams, per plant in the plot. This leaf weight was then used to assess the growth of the soybeans. For further details about the data and the experiment, see Davidian and Giltinan (1993) and Chapters 1 and 11 in Davidian and Giltinan (1995) .
Model and methodology
Besides being analyzed by Davidian and Giltinan (1993) , with the same analysis used later by Davidian and Giltinan (1995) , this data has also been analyzed by Pinheiro and Bates (2000) and Karlsson (2005) , all using a three-parameter logistic growth function. Both Davidian and Giltinan (1993) and Pinheiro and Bates (2000) used mean regression models, while Karlsson (2005) used a quantile regression model.
The model with a three-parameter logistic growth function which Davidian and Giltinan (1993) and Karlsson (2005) used can for the marginal analysis approach (2.1) of this paper be written as 
where x it is the day when sample number t was taken for plant i. In this function is β 1 gives the asymptotic leaf weight per plant, β 2 the EC 50 value, i.e., the day at which half the asymptotic leaf weight per plant is achieved while parameter β 3 is a constant that governs the steepness of the growth curve.
In the following analysis, (6.1) will be used to separately estimate the growth pattern for the two genotypes of soybean P and F, aggregated over all three years. This means that n = 24 and T i = 8, 9 or 10 in (6.1). In the analysis, the unweighted quantile regression estimator
will be used to estimate nine quantiles, q = 0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9.
On the basis of the performances for both bias correction and confidence interval calculation, the following methods will then be used for the quantile regression estimates from (6.2): They will be bias corrected using the CI NBC method (3.5). Finally, the block bootstrap method P B D will be used to calculate 95 percent confidence intervals using the percentile method CI P and the normal approximation method CI N . The number of bootstrap resamplings B that will be used will be set to B = 1000. The weights used will be the unweighted alternative, weight i, with w it = 1. Note that the alternative W i = (1/ |s tt ′ |), weight iii, can not be used, since T i is not equal for all subjects. i.e., all subjects are not measured equally many times.
Analysis
Tables 5.8 and 5.9 give the parameter estimates of the nine quantiles q = 0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9 and the mean regression for the commercial variety Forrest (F ) and the experimental strain Plant Introduction No. 416937 (P), respectively. They also give the bias corrected parameter estimates using bootstrap method P B D . Figure 6 .1 show, for soybean type F, the mean (solid) and quantile (dotted, with median dashed) regression curves for the quantiles q = 0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9, using the non bias corrected estimates from Table  5 .8, together with the original data points, while Figure 6 .2 show the same thing using the bias corrected estimates from Table 5 .8. Tables 6.1 -6.4 give 95 percent confidence intervals using the percentile and normal approximation methods with bootstrap method P B D .
First, comparing the original parameter estimates with the bias corrected parameter estimates it is seen that there are sometimes quite large changes. There are two main problems with the bias corrected parameter estimates. Since the parameter β 1 gives the asymptotic leaf weight per plant, increasing the quantile values q should also lead to increasing values of the parameter β 1 , so that two quantile regression curves never cross. This is true for the original estimates for both Forrest (F ) and Plant Introduction (P), as can be seen from Figure 6 .1 for Forrest, but not for the bias corrected parameter estimates. For Forrest, both quantiles q = 0.3 and q = 0.9 in Table 5 .8 have lower values than the preceding quantile, leading to crossing quantile regression curves, as can be seen from Figure 6 .1. From Table 5 .9 it can be seen that this is also the case for quantiles q = 0.4 and q = 0.9 for Plant Introduction. This is the first problem.
The second problem with the bias corrected parameter estimates is that, when using them together with the confidence intervals using the percentile method CI P in Tables 6.1 and 6.3, they are for several cases outside the confidence intervals. For example, the bias corrected parameter estimates for β 1 are below the lower confidence limits for both quantile q = 0.3 for Forrest and quantile q = 0.9 for Plant Introduction. Thus, the bias corrected parameter estimates could hardly be used together with the percentile method CI P for this case. Note, however, that this problem does not arise when using the normal approximation method CI N in Tables 6.2 and 6.4 instead.
Comparing the original parameter estimates for the commercial variety Forrest and the experimental strain Plant Introduction No. 416937 it is seen that β 1 (0.6) = 16.28 for Forrest and β 1 (0.1) = 16.97 for Plant Introduction. Thus we can conclude that 90 percent of the soybean plants from Plant Introduction have an asymptotic leaf weight that is larger than 60 percent of the soybean plants from Forrest. The values β 1 (0.9) = 19.69 for F and β 1 (0.6) = 21.15 for P tells us that 40 percent of the soybean plants from Plant Introduction have an asymptotic leaf weight that is larger than 90 percent of the soybean plants from Forrest. 
Summary and conclusions
This paper has examined the use of bootstrapping for reducing bias and calculating confidence intervals for a weighted nonlinear quantile regression estimator for longitudinal data using simulation methods. Two different paired bootstrap methods have been used, one where the dependence of the data is disregarded and the bootstrap resampling is performed as if all observations for all subjects where independent, P B I , and one where the dependence of the data forms the basis of the resampling, P B D . For the latter, the bootstrap is performed by resampling the pairs (y i , X i ) of dependent and independent variables consisting of all observations for a subject.
Three different weights were considered for the weighted nonlinear quantile regression estimator: the unweighted alternative weight i, using the same weight for all time points and subjects, weight ii, which weights the observations with regard to the dispersions over the time points for the individual subjects, and weight iii, that weights the observations with regard to the dispersions over both time points and subjects. Of these where all three used with P B D but only weight i with P B I , since the other weights could not be used with this bootstrap method.
For the bootstrap based bias correction it was found that bootstrap method P B I performed badly in improving bias, in fact, overall the bias deteriorated when using P B I . However, the bootstrap method P B D performed well, with overall somewhat improving biases for all weights used. Overall, weight iii had the lowest bias, followed by the unweighted alternative weight i. It is also found that, overall, the bias improvements increases with values of q further away from the median, and that the bias improvements decreases with increasing ρ.
Regarding the bootstrap based confidence interval calculations, four alternatives were used: the normal approximation method CI N , the bias corrected normal approximation method CI NBC , the percentile method CI P and the bias corrected percentile method CI P BC . These were compared for calculations of 95 percent confidence intervals. The bias corrected methods CI NBC and CI P BC performed bad for all weights and both bootstrap methods P B I and P B D , with true coverage percentages usually below the nominal 95 percent level. But weight i, using P B I or P B D , and weight iii for P B D , performed well for both the normal approximation method CI N and the percentile method CI P , with all or nearly all confidence intervals having a true coverage of at least the nominal 95 percent level. Overall, weight i using P B D for percentile method CI P performed best in terms of coverage and length of confidence interval, followed by weight iii for percentile method CI P . It is also found that values of q further away from the median leads to longer confidence intervals, while increasing the correlation ρ leads to shorter confidence intervals.
The use of bootstrapping for reducing bias and calculating confidence intervals for a weighted nonlinear quantile regression estimator is also applied to a real longitudinal data set with growth patterns, measured as leaf weight per plant, of two genotypes of soybean, where nonlinear quantile regressions are calculated for the nine quantiles q = 0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9. For this application is weight i used with bootstrap method P B D , and confidence intervals calculated using the percentile method CI P and the normal approximation method CI N . It is found that using bias correction leads to some problems for this case. One problem is that when using bias corrected parameter estimates for the quantile regression one sometimes get crossing quantile regression curves. Another problem is that the bias corrected parameter estimates sometimes are outside the limits of the confidence intervals for the percentile method CI P .
As a conclusion, with regards to the performance for both bias correction and confidence interval calculation, the following recommendations can be issued when performing nonlinear quantile regression estimation for longitudinal data: use either weight i or weight iii, without bias correction, and calculate the confidence intervals with the percentile method CI P using the bootstrap method P B D .
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